
WHAT TO EXPECT AT A LISTENING/DISCERNING SESSION 

 

Why are we having these Listening/Discerning Sessions? 

 

Tall Oaks began hosting camps and conferences in 1961.  In the sixty-one years since then 
countless individuals and groups have met on this campus for retreats, camps, family reunions, 
and so much more.   

A lot has changed in our culture and religious life.  Sanctuaries that were once full for two or 
three services on a weekend have almost become a thing of the past with fewer participants in 
person and a growing number worshipping online any time of the week.  Disciples of Christ 
make up less than thirty percent of those who take advantage of the facilities and services at 
Tall Oaks.  

The Tall Oaks campus – like any other well-used property – needs constant updates, repairs, 
and replacements.   The recent pandemic (and other pre-existing factors) saw a reduction of 
use and concurrent reduction in operational income.  Donations to help Tall Oaks keep up with 
the required capital improvements on the campus do not keep up with costs for current and 
anticipated costs.   

We are at a point where, as stewards of Tall Oaks, we need to ask God, “What would You have 
us do?”  We also need to ask ourselves, how serious are we (all of us) about funding capital 
improvements, major maintenance, and operational deficits?  Are we all willing to pay the price 
for the privilege of operating a first-class camp and conference center and enabling 
transformative experiences for thousands each year? 

   

Agenda for the Listening/Discerning Sessions 

• Opening prayer 
• Presentation of five options for the future of Tall Oaks 
• Opportunities for questions 
• Discernment exercise 
• Feedback from participants (written responses to a brief questionnaire) 
• Closing prayer and adjournment 

What happens next? 

All feedback will be collected, sorted, summarized, and presented to our Regional Board meeting on 
September 26, 2022. The Board’s decision will be communicated widely, and steps taken to implement 
what KC Disciples have discerned to be God’s invitation to us concerning the future of Tall Oaks 


